
from the grower to the consumer in the fruit and vegetable business
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de rode draad, van start…… a brandnew start 

After the harvest the fruit or vegetables are registered with a unique 
barcode, you can choose for a batch-registration or an article registration 
with a unique barcode per hopper. There’s a link with the grower and the 
parcelnumber so step 1 of your Traceability is achieved in the system.

Using the COOL module you have a complete overview of the unsorted 
fruit or vegetables.  It’s also possible to attach the 4 parameters (hardness/
quality/sugar/color) so that at any given time you will be able to identify 
which quantity and what quality of fruit or vegetables you have in store. 
Out of this COOLmodule the fruit or vegetables can immediately be 
moved to shipment or you can use the fruit or vegetables as a starting 
situation for a sorting out process.  After making up the sort-order the 
unsorted fruit or vegetables can be imported.

Due to the data of the available quantity of the unsorted fruit or  
vegetables you have an overview on the stocklevel of the supplier, 
the quality level and refrigeration information.  Using mail you can 
constantly inform the supplier about the quantity/quality and location 
of his unsorted fruit or vegetables.

When you buy unsorted fruit or vegetables externally, there’s a monitoring 
module built in so that at any given time it is possible to know which lots 
still have to be invoiced and at which agreed price.

Every incoming invoice concerning unsorted fruit
or vegetables is confirmed and checked.
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All the stored unsorted fruit or vegetables is processed by the SORT module.  As a base you use a sort order that you can 
compose rapidly, using your previously set standards.  There are 60 combinations within 1 sort order.  As soon as this 
sort order is finished, you send it to your touch screen at the sorting line.

At the same time you import the unsorted fruit or vegetables in which the sort order is related. Your employee in the 
warehouse will, through the touchscreen, register a finished pallet with a unique barcode. This barcode contains the full 
information about the pallet of  fruit or vegetables and the used empties.

After this process the grading report is filled. The stock situation of the unsorted fruit or vegetables will be available 
“online” for your commercial department.

At any time it is possible to review the sorting results. When the sorting is finished, the grading report with the costing 
is available. 

There’s also a succession module built in so you receive an overview at which stage (finished, invoiced of not invoiced) 
a grading report was produced .

Likewise you want to receive information whether the sorting line is profitable.
Daily you can calculate your sort turnover.  Through your module “Transit Fruit or vegetables” it’s possible to register 
your externally purchased sorted fruit or vegetables and register it with a unique pro-sort barcode.

Through a special function inside the  SORT module, you can also prepare a grower account.
A grower gives you the task to sort and sell his unsorted fruit or vegetables, he expects a correct and clear account on 
which the profits and costs are obviously shown.

Step 2 of your Traceability is a fact.
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In the ORDERmodule, the orders are entered with all their specifications. 
At any time you get information from the current stock situation and if 
needed you can place the missing fruit or vegetables in order with the 
suppliers. Your fellow sellers will be informed ‘on line’ about the already 
reserved orders.

A very important aspect of every order is the loading and transport data 
(where are the goods situated, timetables, release data, etc…).

ORDERPICK PROCES
At any time you can decide to send an order to the person who is responsible 
for the order picking. He will get the correct information about the truck 
that needs to be loaded, with what, where and how…
The responsible of the orderpick process can indicate that the status of this 
order is ready for shipment so you can see it on your order screen.

TRANSPORT DEPARTMENT
A truck is always a collection of orders. Through the order pick process, the 
loading sequence is available for the transport department.

For the actual loading, you can use the  TRADE module.
Using a wireless scanner, you can scan all required pallets from the forklift. 
After the scanning the delivery note will be printed out with any other 
needed documents ( for example: CMR)

Step 3 of your Traceability is achieved.

de rode draad, van start…… a perfect service
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Using the TRADE module the automatic billing can be started. On 
the delivery note parameters can be given to define if only the fruit 
or vegetables or more items should be billed (for example: empties, 
cooling costs, etc…)

The following items are included on the automatic billing:

• Empties delivery note

• Sorting reports

• Packaging

Once the invoice is made, there is  feedback to the invoiced items so the 
monitoring modules have the necessary information at their disposal.

When the invoices are made you can send them, through the CONNECT 
module, to an external accounting program where the book-keeping 
can be finished.

Throughout all these modules there’s one constant:

The TRACEABILITY on each level of both empties as well as the fruit or 
vegetables is guaranteed !

de rode draad, van start…… a swift administration
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COOL
MANAGEMENT OF UNSORTED

FRUIT OR VEGETABLES

SORT
MANAGEMENT OF
THE SORT ORDERS

TRADE
MANAGEMENT OF
THE LOADING ORDERS

CONNECT
CONNECTION WITH

EXTERNAL SOFTWAREWIRELESS
FORKLIFT EQUIPPED WITH
AN ONLINE WORKSTATION

ORDER
ORDER MODULE

You can also choose to have an industrial workstation installed on your 
forklift, which is wireless connected to your pro-sort server.
This gives you the possibility to interactively send information to the 
forklift-driver and reverse.  For example: loading commands, unloading 
commands, scanning of unsorted fruit or vegetables, empties, etc…
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Make sure every order is in order… with Traceability....


